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Dear Life Science Entrepreneurs,

The advice presented in this document has been curated from the vast experience of 
respected Mentors and Serial Entrepreneurs within the Washington life science community.

Accordingly, sections of this Guidebook provide general advice about the law and federal 
guidelines. However, laws and guidance documents change frequently and can be interpreted 
differently by different people. Please consult with a lawyer or consultant with domain expertise 

for specific information related to your company or situation. 

We hope that this Guidebook and its associated Toolkit serve as informative and useful 
resources for you as you travel down the entrepreneurial journey.

- Life Science Washington Institute Staff
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What is this Playbook?

Who is it for? All early stage Washington life science entrepreneurs 

What is it 

intended to 
do?

Why are we 
providing it?

− To educate entrepreneurs on critical elements of starting a life sciences company
− To provide key activities and “must dos” along the path to commercialization
− To provide critical questions for entrepreneurs to answer along the process route
− To share known failure points and pass along institutional knowledge
− To provide resources to enable the journey

The Playbook provides entrepreneurs with a proven process and critical elements to 
get to a Proof of Concept product with specific focus on Planning for Success. 

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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How To Use This Playbook?

3.

Watch or attend the Overview Seminar to understand the stages 

of the Entrepreneur’s Journey2.

4. Apply the appropriate guide to aid you along your path

Identify the stage you are in and where you need further work

5. Utilize toolkits and resources where needed

Identify your sector (Medical Device, BioPharma, Digital Health)1.

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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Medical Devices Guidebook
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What is a Medical Device?

The FDA defines a medical device as:

“An instrument…intended for use in the diagnosis of disease or other conditions, or in 

the cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease, in man or other animals

…or intended to affect the structure or any function of the body of man or other 

animals, 

…and which does not achieve any of its primary intended purposes through 

chemical action within or on the body of man or other animals and which is not 
dependent upon being metabolized for the achievement of any of its primary 

intended purposes."

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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Phases Of A Typical Medical Devices Company

There are two Phases of 

forming a successful 

medical device company:

1) Planning for Success 

2) Executing the Plan

The main objective of the 

Life Science Playbook 

program is to get fundable 

companies through 

Planning for Success so 
that they have the correct 

resources and support for 

Executing the Plan
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PLANNING FOR SUCCESS

COMPELLING UNMET NEED

           DETERMINE FEASIBILITY

- Technical Feasibility

- Preliminary Market Study

- Provisional Patents

- Form Company

-MVP defined

                      PROOF OF CONCEPT

- Demonstrate Technical Feasibility

- Develop External Credibility

- Show it is a Good Business for Investment

- Outline Clinical/Regulatory & Reimbursement

- Patents and Freedom to Operate

- Assemble Investable Management and Team

- WRITE BUSINESS PLAN

INITIAL IDEA

FUNDABLE IDEA

PROOF OF CONCEPT ESTABLISHED

$

$

RESEARCH PHYSICIANS ENTREPRENEURS

OTHER

SEED 

FUNDING

SERIES A 

FUNDING

PLANNING FOR SUCCESSPlanning for Success

©

COMPELLING UNMET NEED

           DETERMINE FEASIBILITY

- Technical Feasibility

- Preliminary Market Study

- Provisional Patents

- Form Company

-MVP defined

                      PROOF OF CONCEPT

- Demonstrate Technical Feasibility

- Develop External Credibility

- Show it is a Good Business for Investment

- Outline Clinical/Regulatory & Reimbursement

- Patents and Freedom to Operate

- Assemble Investable Management and Team

- WRITE BUSINESS PLAN

INITIAL IDEA

FUNDABLE IDEA

PROOF OF CONCEPT ESTABLISHED

$

$

$

   PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

- Implement Design Controls

- Establish Quality Systems

- Finalize Product

- Preclinical Testing

- Identify Clinical Sites

- IDE Submission

- IDE Approval

READY FOR 

CLINICAL TRIALS

$

CLINICAL TRIALS AND APPROVALS

-Build Clinical Product

-Run Trials

-Strengthen Management

-Submit to FDA

-FDA Approval

READY FOR 

COMERCIALIZATION

$

  COMMERCIALIZATION

- Expand Company

- Build up Manufacturing

- Sales

PROFITABLE 

BUSINESS

RESEARCH PHYSICIANS ENTREPRENEURS

OTHER

BUSINESS 

EXPANSION

SEED 

FUNDING

SERIES A 

FUNDING

SERIES B 

SERIES C

IPO or 

SALE OF 

COMPANY

STAGES OF A TYPICAL 

MEDICAL DEVICE COMPANY

Christopher H. Porter

Medical Genesis

06/23/2016

PLANNING FOR SUCCESS EXECUTION

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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Planning For Success - Process
This Phase consists of 3 stages:

1) Initial Idea

2) Feasibility

3) Proof of Concept

During these stages, one will:
▪ Determine that the Minimal Viable Product         

(MVP) is likely to work

▪ Gather critical feedback and gain external 

credibility with experts & other key people

▪ Determine that a company can be formed   

around the MVP (or if it is more suitable for 

licensing, or if it should be re-scoped or 

scrapped)

▪ Formulate clinical, regulatory, and 

reimbursement strategies

▪ Determine whether the MVP can be 

protected and made without infringing          

others patents

▪ Form a management team

▪ Raise sufficient funds for Executing the Plan

The above are key factors in the 

formation & development of a 

successful medical device company

©

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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The Initial Idea 

Stage is important 

to identify real 

needs that can 

generate a 

product for 

commercialization

INITIAL IDEA
COMPELLING 

UNMET NEED

INPUTS
RESEARCHERS,PHYSICIANS

ENTREPRENEURS, ETC

KEY ACTIONS THINGS TO CONSIDER TOOL KIT

Define whether or not the 

product or service Idea is 

needed

If you solve this problem – can a product idea 

be generated from the need? Is it compelling?

Revolutionary ideas are far more likely to be 

successful than evolutionary ones

Can you ID a customer that needs this idea?

Continue to come back to this as you advance 

through the steps – is it still viable?

An idea can come from many sources, such as:

• Personal experience

• Potential users/Consumer Reports

• Subject Matter Experts

• Community

• Academic research

Stanford BIO Design

Reverse Pitch Events

Lean Startup 

Canvas

LSW Institute 

Consulting

Determine whether you 

are willing to take the 

Idea to the next step

It is all right if the Idea does not pan out!

• Better to find out before money is invested

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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The Feasibility Stage 

determines if the initial 

idea is good enough, 

without spending a lot 

of money and 

resources, and if your 

assumptions are 

validated enough to 

create a potential 

path forward.

Is it worth raising 

money and going to 

the next step? Better 

to know early if the 

answer is “No”!

INITIAL IDEA✓

©

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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KEY ACTIONS THINGS TO CONSIDER TOOL KIT

Document your idea 

and file a provisional 

patent 

It is possible to do it yourself, but you may need and want to have legal support. 

You should conduct a patent and literature search to ensure your idea is unique 

and does not infringe on other people’s patents. 

You should file your provisional patent early and as soon as you can full describe 

the patentable Idea

• File before you disclose your idea publicly

Additional provisional patents may need  to be filed at the time you determine 

the final product.

You have one year from the date of filing your provisional to the filing of your 

conversion application, which is required to obtain a real (utility) patent. 

US Patent Database

Consultation from Legal Service 

Providers

Confidentiality and Invention 

Agreement Templates

University of Washington 

Entrepreneurial Law Clinic

1. File Initial Provisional Patent 

Feasibility Stage

Why is this Important?: To protect your idea. The patent office gives a patent 

to the first to invent and file, not necessarily the first to invent. A provisional 

patent is a inexpensive way to obtain first filing and allows you to publicly 

discuss your idea without fear of invalidating it or having it stolen.   

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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KEY ACTIONS THINGS TO CONSIDER TOOL KIT

Enlist team member(s) and/or 

advisors who will complement 

your skills for listing and testing 

assumptions

Consider the following when enlisting your team members:

• Do they understand your business?

• Do they complement your skills and fill in weaknesses?

• Can they network?

• Will they work for equity?

• Are they excited about the opportunity? 

• Will they give you the time that is needed?

Do not get people who cannot take constructive criticism

This is a good time to find advisors who have experience in your 

product space; people who know what they don’t know

This is a good time to come to an agreement with members on 

equity distribution - who owns the IP? Who is an advisor? Etc. 

Examine the composition of 

teams who have successfully 

developed similar products at this 

early stage of development

2. Form Initial Team

Feasibility Stage

Why is this Important?: You need people who understand the business need, have 

connections, and can interact with others to validate your assumptions. This also is 

the time to come to key understandings between the principal players. 

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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KEY ACTIONS THINGS TO CONSIDER TOOL KIT

Sign Confidential Information & 

Invention Agreements

All team members should sign this agreement in order to 

protect the new company

All IP should be assigned to the company when it is formed.

Confidentiality & Invention 

Agreement Templates

Discuss how to divide equity 

among Founders 

Get advice on equity distribution among founders and advisors. 

Find out what is normal practice.

University of Washington 

Entrepreneurial Law Clinic

2. Form Initial Team

Feasibility Stage

Why is this Important?: You need people who understand the business need, have 

connections, and can interact with others to validate your assumptions. This also is 

the time to come to key understandings between the principal players. 

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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3 & 4.  Outline & Iterate Assumptions until they stop changing

Feasibility Stage

KEY ACTIONS THINGS TO CONSIDER TOOL KIT

Outline the features and benefits of the 

proposed product

Put it in a form that can be easily shown to people from 

whom you want feedback (Drawings, models, etc)

Confirm whether or not there is a real need 

and if product/service satisfies the need

Talk to multiple users and customers to determine if the 

need is real – 20 min interviews

LSW Institute Consultations

File additional provisional patents if needed Your product may change during your discussions and 

iterations. These changes might not be covered by your 

original provisional patents.

Draft initial Value Proposition

• Who will benefit and how?

• Who will lose out and how?

• Who will pay for it?

This is a critical step

There are a lot of stakeholders in any market and not all of 

them will benefit from your product; who do you have to 

convince to buy your product and how?

Value Proposition Template

Why is this Important?: You need to list your key assumptions in such a manner they can be 

tested and validated by experts, customers, influencers, and users. Validating what you 

“know” vs what you “think you know”, preventing you from spending resources on a bad 

idea and giving you an opportunity to refine/modify the idea before going to the next step.

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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3 & 4.  Outline & Iterate Assumptions – continued

Feasibility Stage

KEY ACTIONS THINGS TO CONSIDER TOOL KIT

List assumptions in the following areas: 

• Business model (market size, price, costs, timeline, 

financial model)

• Regulatory & reimbursement requirements

• Technical viability & Value Add of product

• Competition

Your assumptions should be used to determine if the 

solution is economically viable & technical feasible 

What distinguishes your product from the competition?

Do you have reliable market data?

Assumptions Template

Customer Discovery 

Questions

Lean Startup Canvas

LSW Institute Consulting

Tech Transfer Office (If 

applicable)

Develop questionnaire(s) for testing assumptions and 

present to users, experts, influencers, and customers

Find a mentor to help you connect to key interviewees 

Are your assumptions viable with experts?

Continue research and testing assumptions and 

modifying where necessary and iterate on your 

assumptions until they are final

Have you talked to at least 20 potential users?

Is the idea/product & potential company still viable? 

Determine if the product should be taken forward as a 

company, licensed out, re-scoped, or scrapped

Is the Idea/Product more appropriate as a licensing 

opportunity to an existing company? 

Refine your Value Proposition Update your initial Value Proposition summary using the 

information you have learned

Value Proposition 

Template

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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5.  Form Company/Entity

Feasibility Stage

KEY ACTIONS THINGS TO CONSIDER TOOL KIT

Get legal advice on forming 

an entity

What type of entity is best at this time– LLC, C corp, etc?

• Become familiar with the different types of structures and their 

advantages/disadvantages

Do you have a good attorney?

What state should the company be formed in? 

Consider hiring law firms who will perform this task with deferred payment

University of Washington 

Entrepreneurial Law Clinic

Entity Formation Definitions

Determine if an investment 

memorandum is needed 

Is it needed to raise seed money to continue development?

Finalize a Founders 

Agreement 

Are founders satisfied with respective shares of the business?

Founders shares granted during the company formation can be very 

inexpensive 

• Retain a lawyer to help with granting of shares as there are important tax 

implications/tax elections with limited time windows for action.

Why is this Important?: You need an entity in order to own IP, issue stock, receive funding, etc.

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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5.  Form Company - continued

Feasibility Stage

KEY ACTIONS THINGS TO CONSIDER TOOL KIT

Determine Capitalization Plan How much stock should be issued and what type? Capitalization Table Templates

Obtain a technology license or obtain a Letter 

of Clearance from your workplace declaring 

that they don’t own the technology

Who owns the IP?

Transfer IP to entity Inventors get equity for value received with IP assigned to 

the company

It is rare that royalties are granted to the Inventors after 

company formation

Determine need for Board(s) of Advisors Types of advisory boards to consider: 

• Technical

• Scientific

• Clinical/Medical

• Business 

LSW Institute Consultations

Determine need for Board of Directors • At least 1 person required for a C corp

• Size & composition depends on Articles of Incorporation

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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6.  Define Minimally Viable Product (MVP)

Feasibility Stage

KEY ACTIONS THINGS TO CONSIDER TOOL KIT

Determine the simplest product that will be 

commercial viable 

The MVP should solve the unmet need and be capable of 

generating easy to understand evidence of this

Do not overly complicate the product at this point – an overly 

complex product can:

• Extend the development time 

• Increase the technical risk

• Increase manufacturing cost

• Make it more difficult to get regulatory approval

• Increase the cost and time to get a product to market

Try to get a product to market as fast and inexpensively as possible

Make sure your provisional patents cover the MVP

Why is this Important?: The MVP is the simplest version of your product that can be used to 

iterate on your assumptions. It is the most basic version of the solution you are proposing.

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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7.  Write Feasibility Report

Feasibility Stage

KEY ACTIONS THINGS TO CONSIDER TOOL KIT

Outline a 2-page document detailing the 

company’s status and opportunity in an 

executive summary format

Are all your assumptions covered in the 2-pager? 

The report and the investor pitch should complement 

and match content 

Exhaustively review and rehearse this material.  It has to 

have “zing” and catch a potential investor’s attention

Consider developing separate Reports for investors and 

for potential technical partners – different types of 

jargon

Executive Summary 

Template

Why is this Important?: You need a document for investors 

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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Prepare for & Raise Sufficient Funds to get through Proof of 

Concept Stage

KEY ACTIONS THINGS FOR CONSIDERATION TOOL KIT

Educate yourself on 

general terms and 

instruments used in early 

stage funding

Understand common financing terms (i.e. pre-money valuation) and 

those used in term sheets

Study various financing vehicles (Notes, Equity)

Financial Terms Definitions

Sample Term Sheet, Convertible 

Note & Equity Offerings(AOA)

Create a 10 min investor 

pitch suitable for raising 

money

Are all your assumptions covered?

The Feasibility Report and the investor pitch should compliment and 

match content 

Pitch Deck Template

Practice pitch in front of 

experienced investors

Expect & encourage questions. Are all of them addressed in the pitch? 

Plan to iterate the presentation many times before actually pitching

LSW Institute Consultations

Put together a budget 

that will get you through 

Proof of Concept and 

Series A financing 

Try to be a virtual company as long as possible 

Only spend money on things that create value

• Avoid items that contribute to ongoing overhead

• Use consultants where you can

Startup Financials Template

Feasibility Stage

Why is this Important?: You will need funding to take the company through the proof of 

concept stage and leave sufficient time to raise additional funding

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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KEY ACTIONS THINGS FOR CONSIDERATION TOOL KIT

Identify potential investors:

• Angels & Angel Networks

• Friends and Family

• Self Funding

• Sweat Equity Funding

Non-Dilutive Funding: 

Government grants, etc

Good investors bring more than money to the party i.e. expertise, network, 

credibility, etc

• Get ones you can and want to work with long term

WA Investor Database

LSW Institute SBIR/STTR 

Program

Raise enough money to get 

you through Proof of 

Concept and to Series A 

financing 

Don’t try to raise money before you firmly understand your final value proposition

Do you have a valuation?

• Put a realistic valuation on the company

• Don’t be too valuation sensitive 

Take money when it is offered and, if possible, take more than you think you need. 

• It generally takes longer and costs more than you think to get to the next stage.

• Running out of money before you have reached your next investable milestone 

can result in unhappy investors and loss of credibility

Valuation Worksheet

Feasibility Stage

Prepare for & Raise Sufficient Funds to get through Proof of 

Concept Stage - continued

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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0

INITIAL IDEA
✓

FEASIBILITY 

ESTABLISHED

The Proof of Concept 

Stage addresses and 

demonstrates all the 

elements of a 

successful company

The six  Action Areas  

of this stage should be 

done simultaneously 

to help formulate the 

specifics of your 

company and 

Business Plan 

✓

©

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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KEY ACTIONS THINGS TO CONSIDER TOOL KIT

Build a prototype Get an estimate of what the product will cost to manufacture in volume (COGS)

Does not have to look anything like the final product, it just has to simulate its 

function

• Make drawings of what you think the final product will look like

Product Design Firms

Run a convincing 

experiment that 

demonstrates technical 

feasibility of the product

How well does it perform against the current standard of care (If it exists?)

A fast and simple experiment that demonstrates that the product is likely to work

• Have a goal of generating a single slide that demonstrates the solution in a 

simple and easy to understand manner for non-technical investors

Do not spend money on making it attractive if it’s obvious that the product is a 

prototype

1. Demonstrate Technical Feasibility 

Proof of Concept Stage

Why is this Important?: You have to demonstrate that your product is likely to work 

as intended

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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KEY ACTIONS THINGS TO CONSIDER TOOL KIT

Validate value proposition by using 

data from feasibility studies to query 

high value influencers, experts, and 

customers 

Have you talked to at least 30-50 people? Health Economics Model

Value Proposition Template

Interview key stakeholders and 

influencers to expand on process used 

in feasibility validation / study

Go back to some of the original people you interviewed and 

assess how they react to the new data

Identify luminaries that can be used to 

further enhance the credibility of the 

company 

Your original influencers can steer you to these new 

contributors

Seek permission to use their names as contacts during due 

diligence

These people should be considered as potential board 

members or advisors to strengthen your management team

LSW Institute WIN 

Mentoring Program

2. Develop External Credibility  

Proof of Concept Stage

Why is this Important?: You need to validate not just your idea, but your 

company, business plan, and technology 

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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KEY ACTIONS THINGS TO CONSIDER TOOL KIT

Outline Unmet Need and Solution Refer back to your validated Assumptions

These items will make up most of the final business plan.

Financials will be the most important aspect from an 

Investor’s perspective

• Remember to consider the financial impact of the time 

and cost of development

• Investors will want to see as attractive a return as possible

• Investors must believe the assumptions behind a financial 

model in order to accept it

Research comparable examples, particularly to establish 

potential exit valuation

Speaking with potential acquirers early (after IP is filed) can 

be helpful to gauge their long term interest and establish 

relationships

Lean Startup Canvas

Assumptions 

Template 

(Completed)

LSW Institute 

Consulting

Value Proposition 

Template

Startup Financials 

Template

Define addressable Market Size

Identify competition and outline your competitive 

advantage

Outline value proposition from each of the key view 

points: Patient, Physician, Provider, and Payer 

Define go-to-market plan (Marketing/Sales strategy)

Define manufacturing plan

Define a project timeline outlining key milestones

Outline financials: P&L, Cap Table, Cash Flow, Etc

Define Exit Strategy (Acquisition or IPO?)

3. Show It Is A Good Business for Investment   

Proof of Concept Stage

Why is this Important?: You need to provide details as to how your business will 

function and grow beyond your initial Executive Summary. 

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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KEY ACTIONS THINGS TO CONSIDER TOOL KIT

Find professional regulatory consultant Find a consultant with domain expertise (e.g. orthopedics) if possible

Outline initial labeling and indications for 

use for the MVP

Use minimum labeling – try for a 510k

Expanded indications may require expensive and/or lengthy clinical 

trials to prove efficacy or equivalence

Outline regulatory requirements and 

action plan 

Is your device likely to be considered a 510k, de novo 510k or PMA?

Seek multiple opinions on regulatory hurtles and strategy

Consider holding an FDA pre-sub meeting to clarify pathway

Regulatory Questions 

Worksheet

Outline clinical trials required and timing What evidence will be needed for EU CE Mark, FDA 

clearance/approval and/or reimbursement?

Outline existing reimbursement for similar

products 

What codes are used to reimburse similar products?

• Insurance reimbursement vs Medicare/Medicaid

LSW Institute Health 

Economics Workshops

Outline ultimate reimbursement plan If no code exists, how will you obtain one?

4. Outline Regulatory and Clinical Reimbursement 

Proof of Concept Stage

Why is this Important?: You have to understand what regulatory approvals you will 

need and how that will impact payment from payers, providers, and patients

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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KEY ACTIONS THINGS TO CONSIDER TOOL KIT

Get Letters of Clearance if needed Be clear on who owns the technology and, more importantly, 

who doesn’t

Obtain additional technology licenses if needed Does another entity require a licensing agreement for 

commercial use of a component of your product?

You will probably need legal advice to negotiate the best 

terms

A bad agreement can prevent you from getting funding

Conduct a preliminary freedom to operate 

analysis 

See if MVP potentially infringes on existing patents

File patent(s) based on provisional patents Multiple provisional applications can be combined into a 

single full application at the first provisional 1-year date

Conduct a brainstorming session on how to get 

around your patents and file provisional patents 

to block those workarounds

If you wanted to re-invent your product, how would you get 

around your patent?

5. Determine Intellectual Property Is Not An Issue  

Proof of Concept Stage

Why Is This Important?: With the company formed and in control of the IP, you want 

to formally protect it and your ability to build on it in the future

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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KEY ACTIONS THINGS TO CONSIDER TOOL KIT

Pick the correct person to be 

CEO of the company

Is the CEO investable? Coachable? It is better to have no CEO than the 

wrong one. Request recommendations from legal counsel, mentors, & others.

Can your CEO raise money?

LSW Institute

WIN Mentoring Program

Make a realistic assessment of 

your management and team 

from an investor point of view 

What skill complements do you need at this stage? 

Ask advisors and mentors for their help and feedback

Define your talent requirements 

and plan to build out team 

Do you have a good recruiting/staffing resource(s)? 

Strengthen your advisors / 

board (Management and 

Technical)

The right advisors can be invaluable in helping with both strategy & 

execution. They also provide a great deal of credibility, both from adding 

expertise and from vouching for the viability of the venture

Reach out to previously contacted luminaries in your field

6. Assemble Investable Management Team  

Proof of Concept Stage

Why is this Important?: Investors are careful to invest with management teams they trust. 

Investment is unlikely without credible management; many investors believe the 

management team is at least ½ of the consideration in an investment decision. Credible 

management will typically be previously successful entrepreneurs or newcomers whom 

they believe will be receptive to advice

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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KEY ACTIONS THINGS TO CONSIDER TOOL KIT

Write a dynamic

Business Plan directed 

towards investors

It provides an action plan to address the opportunities and reduce the risks

Should expand upon and enhance the message delivered in your Pitch Deck

Use clear, precise language and plenty of visuals.

Keep it short, well-written, and credible.

Make use of attachments to provide highly detailed information

Get experienced people to review it before sending it out

Make sure to add notices noting Confidentiality and Copyright where appropriate

Business Plan Template

LSW Institute

WIN Mentoring Program

Review and revise your 

Executive Summary

Revise content to reflect any changes as well as the content of the Business Plan

This is the first (and sometimes only) impression Investors will get of your company; 

make it your best

• If Investors aren’t hooked by the Summary, they will likely not read the whole 

Business Plan

Executive Summary 

Template

Produce Business Plan

Proof of Concept Stage

Why is this Important?: Provides investors with all of the information you 

assembled over the previous 6 Steps

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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KEY ACTIONS THINGS TO CONSIDER TOOL KIT

Be sure you are ready to 

approach investors; have key

items ready from previous 

steps

A pitch with obvious flaws can sink a venture

Ask investors who turn you down for feedback and other investor referrals; listen intently

It may be possible, but do not assume that you can again approach investors who have 

previously turned you down; ask if it would be okay to keep them updated

Identify potential investors What companies are currently in a venture capital fund’s portfolio?

• Seek active investors in similar companies, but be wary of investors in direct competitors

Network with other CEOs  ask for introductions from those investors you know & trust

Do they invest in companies at similar stages & raising similar amounts of money ($2M vs 

$200M)?

WA Investor 

Database

Get legal advice as to 

requirements, needs, and 

restrictions for an offering

Is writing an offering memorandum necessary?

Pay attention to public disclosure rules

Prepare For & Raise Sufficient Money To Get Through 

Development/Regulatory Stage

Proof of Concept Stage

Why is this Important?: You will need funding to take the company through regulatory 

assessment/approval and leave sufficient time to raise additional funding

© Life Science Washington Institute 2018
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KEY ACTIONS THINGS TO CONSIDER TOOL KIT

Comply with legal requirements

Develop investor pitch(es) What type of investors are you pitching to?

• Different investors may need different pitches 

Should contain all elements of the Business Plan

Your goal for the first meeting is to be invited to a second meeting

Pitch Deck Template

Practice investor pitch(es) Rehearse and then rehearse again

• Rehearse in front of people who will ask tough questions

• Be able to present without slides so you can connect and have 

eye contact with investors

Anticipate questions and prepare backup slides with answers

LSW Institute Consulting

LSW Institute

WIN Mentoring Program

Raise enough money to get to

the next logical fundable 

milestone and investment round

Term Sheet Template (AOA)

Convertible Note and Equity

Offering Templates (AOA)

Prepare For & Raise Sufficient Money To Get Through 

Development/Regulatory Stage - continued

Proof of Concept Stage
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INITIAL IDEA
✓

FEASIBILITY 

ESTABLISHED

After Proof of Concept, and once funds have been raised, the 
company is moving into the Executing The Plan Phase

✓
PROOF OF CONCEPT 

ESTABLISHED✓

At this point the company has:
✓ Determined that the product is likely to work

✓ Determined that key people like it

✓ Determined that a company can be formed (or that the product is more suitable 

for licensing)

✓ Formulated a clinical regulatory and reimbursement strategy

✓ Determined that the product can be protected and made without infringing 

others patents

✓ Formed an investable management team
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EXECUTING THE PLAN

$

   PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

- Implement Design Controls

- Establish Quality Systems

- Finalize Product

- Preclinical Testing

- Identify Clinical Sites

- IDE Submission

- IDE Approval

READY FOR 

CLINICAL TRIALS

$

CLINICAL TRIALS AND APPROVALS

-Build Clinical Product

-Run Trials

-Strengthen Management

-Submit to FDA

-FDA Approval

READY FOR 

COMERCIALIZATION

$

  COMMERCIALIZATION

- Expand Company

- Build up Manufacturing

- Sales

PROFITABLE 

BUSINESS

BUSINESS 

EXPANSION

SERIES B 

SERIES C

IPO or 

SALE OF 

COMPANY

EXECUTIONExecuting the Plan

©

COMPELLING UNMET NEED

           DETERMINE FEASIBILITY

- Technical Feasibility

- Preliminary Market Study

- Provisional Patents

- Form Company

-MVP defined

                      PROOF OF CONCEPT

- Demonstrate Technical Feasibility

- Develop External Credibility

- Show it is a Good Business for Investment

- Outline Clinical/Regulatory & Reimbursement

- Patents and Freedom to Operate

- Assemble Investable Management and Team

- WRITE BUSINESS PLAN

INITIAL IDEA

FUNDABLE IDEA

PROOF OF CONCEPT ESTABLISHED

$

$

$

   PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

- Implement Design Controls

- Establish Quality Systems

- Finalize Product

- Preclinical Testing

- Identify Clinical Sites

- IDE Submission

- IDE Approval

READY FOR 

CLINICAL TRIALS

$

CLINICAL TRIALS AND APPROVALS

-Build Clinical Product

-Run Trials

-Strengthen Management

-Submit to FDA

-FDA Approval

READY FOR 

COMERCIALIZATION

$

  COMMERCIALIZATION

- Expand Company

- Build up Manufacturing

- Sales

PROFITABLE 

BUSINESS

RESEARCH PHYSICIANS ENTREPRENEURS

OTHER

BUSINESS 

EXPANSION

SEED 

FUNDING

SERIES A 

FUNDING

SERIES B 

SERIES C

IPO or 

SALE OF 

COMPANY

STAGES OF A TYPICAL 

MEDICAL DEVICE COMPANY

Christopher H. Porter

Medical Genesis

06/23/2016

PLANNING FOR SUCCESS EXECUTION
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In this Phase, a company is carrying out the plan defined in 
Planning for Success.

In general, the major milestones that need to be accomplished 
during this phase include:

• Product Development/Finalization

• IDE Submission and Approval

• Clinical Trials and Approvals

• Commercialization (Sales)  

• Series B and C Funding

• Exiting

But these may vary depending on the company, the product, 
and the regulatory pathway

The main objective of the Life Science Playbook is to get 
companies through the Planning for Success Phase and to the 
Executing the Plan Phase. 

At this point in the company formation journey, a startup should 
be self-sustaining with a network of trusted advisors to guide it

$

   PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

- Implement Design Controls

- Establish Quality Systems

- Finalize Product

- Preclinical Testing

- Identify Clinical Sites

- IDE Submission

- IDE Approval

READY FOR 

CLINICAL TRIALS

$

CLINICAL TRIALS AND APPROVALS

-Build Clinical Product

-Run Trials

-Strengthen Management

-Submit to FDA

-FDA Approval

READY FOR 

COMERCIALIZATION

$

  COMMERCIALIZATION

- Expand Company

- Build up Manufacturing

- Sales

PROFITABLE 

BUSINESS

BUSINESS 

EXPANSION

SERIES B 

SERIES C

IPO or 

SALE OF 

COMPANY

EXECUTIONExecuting the Plan

Executing the Plan - Process

©

COMPELLING UNMET NEED
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$
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CLINICAL TRIALS

$

CLINICAL TRIALS AND APPROVALS

-Build Clinical Product

-Run Trials

-Strengthen Management

-Submit to FDA
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COMERCIALIZATION

$

  COMMERCIALIZATION

- Expand Company

- Build up Manufacturing

- Sales

PROFITABLE 

BUSINESS

RESEARCH PHYSICIANS ENTREPRENEURS

OTHER

BUSINESS 

EXPANSION

SEED 

FUNDING

SERIES A 

FUNDING

SERIES B 

SERIES C

IPO or 

SALE OF 

COMPANY

STAGES OF A TYPICAL 

MEDICAL DEVICE COMPANY

Christopher H. Porter

Medical Genesis

06/23/2016

PLANNING FOR SUCCESS EXECUTION
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Beyond the Playbook
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Life Science Washington Institute Resources

INIITAL IDEA FEASIBILITY PROOF OF 

CONCEPT

PRODUCT 

DEVELOPMENT

CLINICAL TRIALS 

AND APPROVALS COMMERCIALIZATION

Planning For Success Executing The Plan

WIN Mentoring

WINGS Investor Network

Life Science Startup Playbook 

Life Science Startup Innovation Marketplace 

SBIR Assistance

VIP Forums
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Thank You To Our Sponsors!


